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1-a) 1-a) For the turbine, the hydraulic efficiency is defined as 

                                                         
runnertoavailablepower

runnertodeliveredpower
η   

                                                          P/ρ/ρgη   

Then substituting for P and rearranging gives 

                                                           /gH)D/Q)(N(NDPη 223  

                                                            /φφPη   

For a pump                                      

                                                            Pφψ/η   

 

 

 

b) First of all, let us assume that dynamic similarity exists between the two pumps. Equating the flow 

coefficients, 

 
c)  

 
Use the specific speed for turbine  
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For Ns=450 and the given values 8.2118
150

)12(1000450 4
5




p  

7.4489475p  Watt 

Number of turbines = 30000000/4489475.7 = 6.68 

Number of turbines = 7 
 

 

2-a) A typical pumping system is shown in Figure 1 where  

 
Figure 1. Pumping system 

2-b) 

2-c) Solution: 

Head developed in each stage is 

 
 

H = 51:93m 

Total head required= 845m (of water) 

Number of stages needed =845/51.93 =16   

Number of stages in each pump = 8 

Impeller speed at tip is 
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2-c) 
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Figure 2 
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3-a  

Figure. 3 Pelton wheel hydroelectric installation 
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3-b 

The hydraulic efficiency is given by  
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            P = 4578 kW (this power is delivered to runner) 

 

 
4-a) 
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4-b) 

 

 

 

 
 

c) 
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5-a) Reaction Blading  

The pressure reduces through succeeding stator and rotor rows. The velocity being 

recovered as the pressure drops, and this necessitates a blade passage that is 
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convergent towards the outlet as shown in Figure 5 . It is noted that the inlet angle 1β  

for reaction blade is almost zero while the profile of the back of the blade is almost 

linear. In reaction turbine blades with reaction ratio greater than 50% the blades 

should be twisted to attain high efficiency. While in reaction turbine stage with 

reaction ratio of 50% or less and for zero reaction and impulse turbine, using straight 

untwisted blades will not affect the efficiency so much. Reaction blading is used at 

low pressure end steam turbine and in gas turbine 

 
Figure 5: reaction blading 

Impulse Blading 

Impulse blading is employed successfully at high pressure end of steam turbine. The 

velocity of the steam is increased in the convergent nozzle to perhaps 800 m/s before 

entering the rotor blades and passing through them at constant pressure. The rotor area 

passages are usually of constant-area symmetrical cross-section, with inlet and outlet 

angles of 45 ( 1β and 2β  ) being typical Figure 6. 

The centers of curvature of the convex and concave surfaces of adjacent blades are 

then located at the same point to form parallel passages. 

 
                                                            Figure 6: Impulse blading 

In the impulse stage, the total pressure drop occurs across the stationary blades (or 

nozzles). This pressure drop increases the velocity of the steam. However, in the 

reaction stage, the total pressure drop is divided equally across the stationary blades 

and the moving blades. The pressure drop again results in a corresponding.  

 

As shown in Figs 7, the shape of the stationary blades or nozzles in both stage designs 

is very similar. However, a big difference exists in the shapes of the moving blades. In 

an impulse stage, the shape of the moving blades or buckets is like a cup. The shape 

of the moving blades in a reaction stage is more like that of an airfoil. These blades 

look very similar to the stationary blades or nozzles. increase in the velocity of the 

steam flow. 

Most of the steam turbine plants use impulse steam turbines, whereas gas turbine 

plants seldom do. The general principles are the same whether steam or gas is the 

working substance. 
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                                                               Figure 7 Impulse and reaction stage design. 
 

  b) Mollier curves for :                                                   

                                   
             a) Zero reaction axial stage                 b) Pure impulse stage                c) Negative reaction stage 

                                                  
                          d) A 50% reaction stage                                       e) A100% reaction stage 

                                                                          Figure11 

5-c) Since the discharge from the wheel is axial  

 Ca=C2. Then Wx2=U at the mean radius.                                               Since R = 0 
60.7β2   
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